
 
 

 

Summary of Permit Allowances  

 

Please find below a summary of the various allowances for each league in regard to Permit Players.  

Please note the number of total permit players allowed by one club in a season, as well as the number of permit 

players allowed per game, and that for the Humble Football Netball League, this is difference.  

 

League 
Permits Per Player Per 

Season 

Permit Players Per 

Game 

RFNL 10 5 

FFNL 10 5 

WDJFNL 10 5 

SWJFNL 10 5 

NRFNL 10 5 

HFNL 10 4 

 

 

Finals Qualification 

Each league has their own specific minimum number of games a player must play to be eligible for Finals Football. A 

Permit Player must meet this requirement to be eligible to play finals. 

For AFL Riverina Leagues, Finals Football does not count against the number of permit games a player accrues.  

For example, if a player has used all 10 allowed permits in the regular season, they are still able to play Finals 

Football, as they would have met the minimum qualification requirement of their given league. Finals games do not 

count towards a player’s overall permits for the season.   

Clubs are still required to place a permit for this player to participate in finals games, as per the regular season 

requirements via SportsTG, prior to the 5pm Friday Deadline.  

 

Permit Combinations  

When using players from across more than one league on Permit. Clubs must ensure they do not exceed the number 

of allowed players from a particular league, as well as the maximum players allowed on Permit.  

For example: 

WDJFNL Club, is allowed up to 5 Permit Players, this can be a combination of HFNL and SWJFNL, however this 

combination must not exceed the allowable amount from each league. Therefore, if a team uses 4 HFNL Players, they 

may only use 1 SWJFNL Player, to make up the 5 allowed permit positions. 


